RWDachshunds and buyer hereby enter into a contract for the sale of
one puppy described as follows:
This 1 year health guarantee is for a Miniature Dachshund puppy:
MALE/FEMALE: ________________ COLOR: __________________
PATTERN: _______________ COAT TYPE: ____________________
DOB: _______________________

Sire: __________________________
Dam: ________________________

Buyer agrees to pay the full purchase price of: $_______________
Deposit Price Paid: $_________________ Date Paid: _____________
Remaining Balance (due when puppy is 6 weeks of age): $______________

Date Balance Is Due: ________________
Registration: Limited / Full AKC/ No Papers: ________________________
1. The breeder guarantees this puppy or adult is a purebred Dachshund with AKC
registration. The breeder guarantees this puppy to be in good health at the time
of purchase, to the best of my knowledge. Buyer has examined the puppy and
agrees the puppy appears to be in good health. The breeder also guarantees the
puppy has had age appropriate vaccinations and de-worming appropriate to the
puppy's age. (All of our puppies will been vet checked and come with a Veterinary
Health Certificate.)

2. It is recommended that the buyer have the puppy examined by a licensed
veterinarian, (at buyers’ expense) within 72 hours of receiving the puppy. IF THE
PUPPY IS NOT EXAMINED BY A LICENSED VETERINARIAN WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF TAKING POSESSION OF THE PUPPY BEING PURCHASED, THIS GUARANTEE
WILL BE VOID. If at the time of examination, the veterinarian finds the puppy to
have a life threatening genetic defect, the puppy may be returned to the breeder
(at buyers expense), with a written report from the veterinarian and all paper work
given to you at time of purchase. Breeder will replace the puppy with a puppy of
the same price value. Buyer understands that there may be a wait for another
puppy of the same price value to become available. This guarantee does NOT
cover cosmetic defects (and known cosmetic defects will be made known to the
buyer previous to any payment accepted). Only life- threatening genetic defects
qualify for a replacement puppy. Any puppy found to not be receiving proper care
or being neglected at any time must be returned to the breeder at the
buyers’ expense. (NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN FOR GENETIC DEFECTS
COVERED IN THIS CONTRACT HOWEVER WE WILL PROVIDE A NEW PUPPY OF
THE SAME PRICE PAID. IF THE REPLACEMENT PUPPY WANTED HAS A
GREATER COST, BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING THE DIFFERENCE.)
3. If the puppy becomes sick and dies within 72 hrs of being in the buyers
possession, buyer must have a necropsy performed to prove cause of death was
not due to neglect on the buyers part in order to receive a replacement puppy of
equal price value when one becomes available. Breeder reserves the right to have
their own vet confirm any findings in said report.
4. Breeder will not guarantee against common problems such as hypoglycemia,
internal or external parasites, coccidia, diarrhea due to stress from shipping, new
home, or improper diet. Buyer will assume full responsibility for the health,
temperament, and appearance of the above described puppy, upon possession. It
is the buyers’ responsibility to protect the puppy from dangerous or infectious
situations until the puppy has completed its series of vaccinations.

5. Breeder cannot guarantee adult size, temperament, color or alopecia in dilutes.
Buyer understands that all puppies exhibit certain undesirable behaviors such as,
nipping, chewing, barking, marking, etc. Buyer is encouraged to train puppy to
correct each behavior.
6. Under no circumstance is the breeder held responsible for any medical
services after the buyer receives the puppy.
7. If a puppy is sold as a pet/companion only, papers will not be provided until
after proof of spay/neuter has been received (if puppy is being sold with limited
registration). If you do not provide proof of spay/neuter by the time the puppy is 8
months old, buyer will not receive registration papers and will be required to
surrender said puppy back to the seller/breeder (at buyers’ expense). Buyer
agrees that a puppy bought as a pet only/companion will not be bred at any time,
accidentally or intentionally or buyer will be required to surrender the puppy back
to the seller/breeder for breach of contract (at buyers’ expense). Additionally, if
buyer does not spay/neuter pet as agreed and provide documentation to
breeder/seller by the required age stated in the contract or if the buyer
intentionally or unintentionally breeds the puppy/dog being purchased, a $2000
penalty fee must be paid to breeder/seller by the buyer.
8. If at ANY time in the life of the dog, buyer is unable to keep the dog, the breeder
must be notified and MUST be returned to the breeder no matter what age the
puppy/dog is. No money will be refunded for doing this and no replacement will
be given. Buyer agrees that they will not relinquish the dog to an animal shelter,
pound, Humane Society or resell the puppy to another party under any
circumstances, ever.
9. Seller/breeder will be listed as secondary contact on microchip registration and
is not to be removed as secondary contact.

10. Buyer agrees that they will NOT give this puppy/dog the Leptospirosis
vaccine. Dachshunds have extremely bad reactions to this vaccine. If you choose
to give this vaccine against our advice, it will void this guarantee.
11. Buyer agrees to add our kennel name RWDachshund in the puppy’s name
when being registered with AKC. RWDachshund does not need to be at the
beginning of the name but it must be somewhere in the puppy’s registered name.
This contract is for the benefit of both parties involved and to safeguard the
health and well-being of the puppy/dog being purchased and is legal and binding
in Tulare County in state of California. Buyer understands that by signing this
contract the buyer agrees to adhere to the terms and conditions stated herein.
Any disputes will be settled in the court of Tulare County, California
Buyers Name: __________________________________

Buyers Address: ____________________________________________________

Buyers Phone Number: ____________________________

Buyers E-mail: ___________________________________

Signature of Buyer _______________________________ Date_____________

Signature of Breeder______________________________ Date _____________

